We make you look good
Surface treatment powered by KraftPowercon

All that glitters isn’t gold
– we fix other surfaces too
KraftPowercon has a long history within electrochemical processes and shipped our first rectifier
more than 60 years ago. Since then we have supplied power to the plating of gold, nickel, zinc,
chrome and plastic surfaces; anodization, pickling and much more. We help, to name a few, the
aero, automotive and defence industries with plated surfaces, but also make coins shine, protect
bolts and nuts from rust and ensure that text can be engraved by printing presses. To do this we use
groundbreaking technology and rely on a global organisation with many decades of experience and
know-how within industrial power supply.

Our solutions are sharp,
your edges won’t be
By supplying DC power for surface treatment KraftPowercon plays a central part in your processes.
We like to see ourselves as the heart of your process, while your computers and systems are the
brain. Whether it is steeping a steel plate, plating landing gears or deburring a sheet to get rid of
sharp edges – our solutions do the trick. We make sure your processes run and that guarantees a
good result, not only on the surface.

Relax – we work around the clock
Your processes simply must not fail or stop. Luckily, our rectifiers and supporting systems are
designed to work continuously year in, year out. They have built-in protective systems, minimising
the need for maintenance, and are easy to service on-site by local technicians. Whether you use
our module-based rectifiers, such as FlexKraft, or any of our pulse platers, your pulse don’t need
to rush. KraftPowercon is at the heart of your process, and we keep you going.

We secure your quality without reactive power
The main business benefit we offer is improved uptime. But, that’s not all, downtime is also minimised as our products can run on reduced effect during maintenance to avoid standstills. This
will save you a lot of time of money as quality is improved and your output secured. In addition,
there is almost no reactive power consumption if you choose to use our FlexKraft rectifiers. This
is very valuable, as it helps you avoid unnecessary costs and keeps energy consumption down,
which of course is good for the environment too.

There are many good reasons
to choose KraftPowercon
Every customer has different needs and a unique process. Supplying the right quality requires
a lot from a supplier and it must have long-term technical experience and enough know-how to
tackle any circumstances. KraftPowercon is that kind of supplier. Our basic idea is to supply products
and solutions that reduce life cycle costs and improves your business. Their high reliability cut
downtime and associated costs and they can often be repaired on site and run on reduced power to
avoid complete standstills. Furthermore, the high efficiency reduces energy consumption, a key
issue today as well as in the future. We follow four guiding lights in everything we do:

1. You can always count on KraftPowercon
2. KraftPowercon always has something new on the way for you
3. KraftPowercon is right beside you
4. KraftPowercon is your proactive partner
We focus heavily on quality, and to us this means delivering on time and delivering the desired
quality. This, together with our innovative ability, means you get a better value for money when
choosing us. You know that we deliver the latest and best products and that we stand by our
brand promise: we won’t let you down.

Service and after sales are natural to us
Our products are highly reliable and designed for continuous operation, but naturally maintenance,
upgrades, repairs, installation assistance, education and training, spare parts and whatever you
need to run your operation smoothly are high priorities for us.

How about the future?
We are always exploring new fields and how to improve our offer to you. Our R&D department
is constantly fulfilling the needs of today while keeping an ear to the ground to find out what
tomorrow brings. Whatever they hear – we will interpret it correctly and act quickly ensuring
that our products continue to be as efficient as possible.

For more information on our products and technical specifications, please visit our
website: www.kraftpowercon.com.

KraftPowercon is a global company with production facilities in Sweden,
China and India. We offer innovative solutions, products and services
within industrial power supply that secure your processes, and give you
a number of business benefits. We are a fast-moving industrial company and a learning organisation working towards eliminating waste
and taking care of the scarce resources of this world, while constantly
improvingthe performance and efficiency of our products in order to
fulfil our brand promise: we won’t let you down.

